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Most music created now-a-days is a blend of various styles. In the case of "Invisible" John  Craig have

fused together elements of Pop, Rock, Jazz and Classical. It is very harmonious and soothing. 11 MP3

Songs URBAN/R&B: R&B Pop Crossover, EASY LISTENING: Love Songs Details: The Story: Craig was

working in his home studio in Los Angeles in the summer of 2003, when John showed up to check out

what Craig was up to. After listening to a couple of Craig's instrumental tracks John mentioned he had a

song that Craig should check out. The next four minutes were the beginning of what would become

"Invisible", Craig  John's collaborative fusion of musical ideas. Craig was pretty much blown away when

John started singing an acappella version of "In My Dreams", which was a song written by a friend of

John's, Charles Miranda years before. Craig was so impressed by the song and John's ability to sing that

he immediately dove in and created an epic arrangement without ever having heard any of the original

chord progressions. It wasn't until Craig and John were finished with the track that Craig was able to hear

Charles' original demo of voice and acoustic guitar. That was quite a listening experience. For the next

three months Craig and John were in the studio day and night writing and recording. A typical night would

be sitting outside by the pool with an ice-cold beer and plenty of paper. John would come up with a verse

and Craig would immediately rush back into the studio and lay down a sequence using his preferred

sequencer, Digital Performer. By the time Craig would return John would have the next verse or chorus

and this process continued all summer. At one point Craig visited his hometown in Detroit Michigan and

was inspired to write three songs on his own. John's performances of these is amazing. John is one of

those rare performers that transcends the norm and can easily be compared with some of the greats.

Craig is a multi-instrumentalist/producer who has worked professionally in the Los Angeles area for the

past ten years. We hope you enjoy their CD release, "Invisible".
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